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I. Introduction
 The Importance
of Information

• For the
formation of
a meaningful
opinion

• For the
effective
exercise of a
fundamental
right

I. Introduction
 The accumulation of and access to information
 From the supply side
• Starting with information about the areas with a high efficiency
• In Korea, laws currently in force first, precedents and legislation later,
legal information of foreign countries now
 From the demand side
• the administrative and legislative demand from national agencies and
public agencies
• the demand from academic circles and businesses
 A consumer who needs information about legal system and information in
general continuously can become a supplier or administrator who should
endeavor to accumulate legal information systematically and provide such
information stably at the same time.

I. Introduction
 A new requirement, ‘freedom,’ or ‘accessibility’
 By adopting the method of searching the digitalized database of
laws
 Free access to the law in the Republic of Korea
• the role of public agencies
• as main agents and administrators of informatization of laws
• as consumers and suppliers of legal information

II. Changes in Access to Information
and Role of Public Institutions
1. Changes in Informatization of and Access to Laws

 Informatization
in society

The criterion of advanced or
developing country is
information power or
the level of informatization
The value of information is determined
not only by the quantitative aspects
but also by the qualitative aspects,
such as the compatibility and accessibility
of the information supplied

II. Changes in Access to Information
and Role of Public Institutions

an absolute quantity of legal
information as a prerequisite

 Informatization
in law

the extent of accessibility
is determined by
the quality of information
free access to law depending
Upon the level and method
of informatization of statutes

II. Changes in Access to Information
and Role of Public Institutions

 New challenges from the informatization in law
Within

Between

a country

countries

disproportionate concentration of in
formation power in some countries

contributing to international exchan

or some regions

ge by providing legal information of
one’s home country in a communic
able language

difference in available information
technology
Nevertheless, dependence upon eac
h country’s capabilities
a potential towards the rule of law
and a challenge at the same time

II. Changes in Access to Information
and Role of Public Institutions
2. Role of Public Agencies for Informatization of and Access to laws
A mission of public agency
•to extend its role as a main agent and administrator of the informatization of
laws and a consumer and supplier of legal information at the same time
The Korea Legislation Research Institute(KLRI)
•posting the database of statutes of the Republic of Korea in English on its we
b-site
•enabling to conduct surveys on domestic and foreign legislation and policies
on legislation
•collecting and distributing legal information in a systematic manner
•performing collaborative project, such as joint researches with research instit
utes at home and abroad

III. Informatization of Statutes of Korea and
Free Access to Law by Phases
1. Informatization of and Access to Current Statutes
 In the form of printed matters

 published in a loose-leaf system in 1954
 organized in the form of an integrated collection of statutes
in 1963
 (comprised of 60 books in 50 volumes in one set) published
by the KLRI since 1990.

 Through private commercial PC network service providers
 provided since 1994

III. Informatization of Statutes of Korea and
Free Access to Law by Phases
 Via the Internet
the Ministry of Government Legislation
•began providing the current legal information service via the Internet in 1998
•integrated the database of legislative history of statutes and the database of current statutes since 2001

the Supreme Court
•had initially built up a separate database of current legal information
•decided to integrate its database into the integrated legal information service in the World Wide Web

The National Assembly
•has continuously improved its own information system (established in 1999) for current statutes of the Republi
c of Korea
•has developed and operated a legal information system since 2001
•current statutes, the history of examination of current Acts, bills of Acts recently passed, and the function of se
arching for bills of Acts recently filed

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade
•provided treaties only through the web-site
•bilateral treaties and multilateral treaties by the effective date, the signing date, the specific area, the signing s
tate, the number of treaty, and the serial number of public notification

III. Informatization of Statutes of Korea and
Free Access to Law by Phases
2. Informatization of and Access to Legislative History of Acts
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III. Informatization of Statutes of Korea and
Free Access to Law by Phases
3. Informatization of and Access to Legislative History of Acts
In 1983, the code of statutes in English was published in a loose-leaf sys
tem for the first time

the task of publishing the code was transferred to the KLRI in 1990s

The KLRI
•started to translate approximately 800 statutes regarding foreign trade into
English first in 1996
•published a new edition of the code of statutes in English, titled ‘Statutes of
the Republic of Korea,’ in 1998

•distributed the edition to central administrative agencies and embassies and
diplomatic establishments abroad

III. Informatization of Statutes of Korea and
Free Access to Law by Phases
Figure 1. the Internet service of legal information in English

III. Informatization of Statutes of Korea and Free
Access to Law by Phases
4. Access to Other Legal Information
The Supreme Court Library
•has compiled and published in the form of printed matters
•a collection of cases of the Supreme Court
•a collection of en banc decisions of the Supreme Court
•a collection of briefs of decisions of the Supreme Court
•official case reports
•a collection of decisions of lower courts
•began providing in the form of CD-ROM
•precedents of the Supreme Courts
•the Constitutional Court and precedents of lower courts published

The Constitutional Court
•compiles and publishes a collection of cases of the Constitutional Court for information about its decisions
•provides briefs of its cases since its establishment in 1988 through its web-site
•Recently began to digitalize information about its cases in English and provide the information

Administrative regulations
•publish a code or regulations established in order to regulate the internal work process of each ministry
•directives, notifications, rules, guidelines, public notifications, and public announcements

III. Informatization of Statutes of Korea and
Free Access to Law by Phases
5. Informatization of and Access to Foreign Laws
the Asia Legal Information Network(ALIN)
• An international legal information network since 2003
• Comprised of 22 legislation-related organizations from 14 countries in Asia
• Establishing a network of personnel and resources between organizations related to legal information i n
Asian countries
• Exchange legal information from member organizations’ reciprocal and voluntary motives, distinctively fro
m pre-existing networks for meeting a country’s demand for foreign laws
• Efforts have been made to build up a reciprocal and horizontal network, including a network of personnel f
rom many countries
• Preparing a channel through which legal information and relevant knowledge can be exchanged and memb
ers can cooperate with each other
• a system for participating and cooperating in projects
• conventions relating to legislation in the countries
• sharing results of seminars and meetings individually held by member organizations from these countries
• sharing results of exchange and cooperation between member organizations
• On-line channels have been prepared for sharing and exchanging legal information and research achievem
ents reciprocally and voluntarily
the ‘ALIN Project’ is expected to
• serve as a cornerstone for the internationalization of legal information
• contribute considerably to the formation of an Asian economic zone and the development of Asian legal cul
ture in the future

IV. Conclusion
the scope of demand for legal information is expanded to
•
•
•
•

academic activities and economic activities
the opening of international markets
foreign investors and business persons
persons who intend to research legal

Legal information is expected to

• contribute to the establishment of a legal information network by forming a historical and acad
emic basis for statutes of the Republic of Korea
• sharing laws of the Republic of Korea with other countries in the world
Some matters that require attention in the circumstances where the informatization
of and access to laws are globalized
• laws that constitute the primary data or source data of information differ from general informat
ion
• the maintenance and management of up-to-dateness is a very important element
• there might be limitations on the informatization of laws and the freedom of access at an intern
ational level
A scheme for establishing and sharing an Asian legal information network between
Asian countries
• advantages in increasing users in this region and collecting and processing source data
• an effect of contributing to the formation of an Asian economic zone through legal systems
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